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 Exploring the	
Paradoxes	of	
Scripture               

as	a	way	to	                            

Embrace	the	
Mystery	of	

God  

 

Rather	than	hindering	
our	faith,	the	paradoxes	
and	tensions	of	Scripture	

actually	promote	
authentic	faith!	

I	offer	opportunities	for	both	
church	leaders	and	lay	people	
to	dig	into	the	paradoxes	of	
Scripture	and	discover	how	
they	open	the	way	to	a	
greater	intellectual	and	

emotional	experience	of	God.			

In	an	increasingly	
paradoxical	world,	

learning	to	seek	truth	in	
the	tensions	created	
between	competing	

extremes	is	an	important	
life	skill.	

My	presentations	can	be	
adapted	to	any	audience	from	

1-2	hour	workshops	to	
overnight	retreats.		Each	

includes	lots	of	time	for	small	
group	interaction	and	larger	

group	discussion.		

 

Focus & Format  

 

 

I	have	been	a	Pastor	for	35	
years,	including	21	years	in	
California	where	I	led	a	

congregation	that	
experienced	significant	
spiritual	and	missional	

renewal.	

In	2010	my	wife	and	I	
became	missionaries	in	
Ethiopia,	where	I	taught	

theology	at	the	
only	Protestant	Christian	

graduate	school	in	this	nation	
of	90	million.	It	was	a	

transformative	experience	in	
many	ways.	

We	returned	to	the	US	in	
2014	and	I	now	serve	as	

Interim	Senior	Pastor	at	The	
Village	Presbyterian	Church	in	
Northbrook,	IL,	a	suburb	of	

Chicago.	

Visit	my	website	&	blog:	
www.rich-hansen.com	
rich@rich-hansen.com			
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This is a delightful and serious invitation into paradox by a pastor, theologian and 
missionary. It is rare to hear references to Ludwig Wittgenstein and Oswald Chambers in 
the same paragraph, let alone a sustained argument that embraces the insights of both.  
Hansen, who for several years taught theology in Ethiopia, wants “to reclaim and embrace 
biblical paradox as a means by which we can more fully experience the mystery of God.” 
Embracing paradox, rather than seeking to resolve it, provides “a strange comfort.” Few 
pastor-theologians have explored this as fully as Hansen, who lays out three orders of 
paradox with key images, biblical examples, characteristic tensions and ways of 
perception.  
He helpfully uses images to ground his concepts: a picture frame, a tuning fork and an 
auger. I loved the images.  
Writing in a winsome pastoral style, Hansen explores quite profound ideas of knowing God 
through the complex notion of paradox. He steers readers away from rationalism or easy 
solutions, toward probing questions without ready-made answers.  
There is encouragement here for preachers to engage their congregations with thoughtful 
questions. The questions themselves are valuable means to experiencing the mystery of 
God. He argues that the modern world has sought to eliminate mystery, and many 
Christians have accepted that path.  
His is a different way. “If biblical paradox is doing its work, it will prod us to ask questions, 
which in turn can stimulate our spiritual imagination and enlarge our worldviews.” I agree.   
• Review of Paradox Lost: Rediscovering the Mystery of God (Zondervan, 2016) by Richard P. Hansen 

(Roy Howard, The Presbyterian Outlook, August, 2016) 

 

  
Biblical Paradox 101—An 

Invitation to Spiritual 
Imagination  

 
Spiritual Leadership--

Finding a Way Forward in a 
Cultural Era of Tension and 

Paradox 
 

Cultivating a Church 
Culture That Will Thrive in 

the Midst of Ambiguity 
 

The Contrarian 
Congregation: Engaging 

Biblical Paradox to 
Promote Spiritual Growth, 
especially for People Who 

Prefer Easy Answers 
 

Living Within the Tensions 
of the Christian Faith 

 
Becoming more Faithful 
Disciples of Jesus—One 

Paradox at a Time 
 
  
 

Sample Topics  


